In this assignment you will learn how to create and use a table, parse tokens, and use casts and instanceof. In this process, you will connect the scanner and graphics parts of your code. You will also gain more experience with sub-classing.

In the previous assignment you refactored your token hierarchy. You will now use inheritance to re-factor your graphics classes, while honoring the IS-A rules. You will define a table using indexed collections. Using this table you will parse two kinds of commands.

You are free to use Vector, ArrayList, and other indexed collections discussed in class. However, you cannot use a Java class that implements a table or map for you. This means you cannot use Hashtable or HashMap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS-A (10/1, 10/3)</th>
<th>PowerPoint</th>
<th>PDF</th>
<th>Inheritance Chapter</th>
<th>lectures.inheritance Package</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrays: Collection Kinds (10/3)</td>
<td>PowerPoint</td>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>Collections Chapter</td>
<td>lectures.arrays.collection_kinds Package</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Part 1: Refactoring Shape Classes
Refactor your atomic and composite shape classes and interfaces to follow the inheritance rules discussed in class and given in the last assignment.

At the minimum your refactoring should follow the following constraints. If a class or interface has the X and Y properties, then it should be a subtype of some common type whose tag is “Locatable”. If a class or interface has X, Y, Width and Height properties then it should be a
subtype of a common type whose tag is “Bounded Shape”. This means you must tag both \texttt{Tag}
the common classes and interfaces, even if its interface is tagged. Thus both the locatable
\texttt{(bounded shape)} class and interface should have the tag “Locatable” (“Bounded Shape”). Of
course, the bounded shape class and interface should be subtypes of the locatable class and
interface, respectively.

Usually we ask you to tag only the classes. The reason for an exception is being made here is
that it is possible to follow the inheritance hierarchy for interfaces and not classes. This means
that the inherited interfaces should also be tagged. Of course if the locatable (bounded shape)
class implements the locatable (bounded shape) interface, we can find the interface, but our
grading program becomes easier without the special cases

\texttt{ObjectEditor} has types called “Locatable” and “BoundedShape” so to avoid confusion you might
want to use other names for these classes such as “MyLocatable”. But if you do not import
those types, you can use the same names.

Chris Lathrop’s Piazza note, slightly modified: In \texttt{PropertyNames} and \texttt{EditablePropertyNames}
annotations of a subclass, you need to list the inherited properties as well as the properties
implemented in that subclass. So if you just have a single property, \texttt{APROPERTYINTHISCLASS} in a
sub-class then \texttt{OE} will complain if you simply have the following annotations above the class:

\begin{verbatim}
@PropertyNames(“APROPERTYINTHISCLASS”) 
@EditablePropertyNames(“APROPERTYINTHISCLASS”) 
\end{verbatim}

Rather, you will need to include the properties from all of the inherited classes in the annotations:

\begin{verbatim}
@PropertyNames(“AncestorProperty1”, “AncestorProperty2”, “AncestorPropertyN”, “APROPERTYINTHISCLASS”) 
@EditablePropertyNames(“AncestorProperty1”, “AncestorProperty2”, “AncestorPropertyN”, “APROPERTYINTHISCLASS”) 
\end{verbatim}

Note that this is just for the annotations - do not duplicate methods from the super class
(otherwise you won’t meet the constraints of the assignment) - and this should appease \texttt{OE}. So if
you have \texttt{X}, \texttt{Y} and \texttt{Point} properties in a locatable then you need to put those in the annotations
for your image shape as well. These annotations indicate not only which properties exist but also
order of the properties in the display. So traversing the hierarchy creates ambiguities regarding
positioning.

\textbf{Part 2: Table}

Implement a table, which stores a modifiable collection of (key, value) associations, where keys
are strings and values are arbitrary objects. The interface of this type must provide the following
methods:
It can implement additional methods. The operation `put(key, value)` checks if key is already associated with a value. If it is, it associates key now with value. Otherwise it adds the new association (key, value) to the collection of associations. The `put operation does nothing if key or value is null`. The method `get(key)` returns `null` if key is not bound to any value; otherwise it returns the value to which key is bound.

**Implementation Hint:** Consider a table to be a composition of a key column and a value column, where each column in an ordered indexed collection of values. As mentioned above, you are free to use `arrays`, `Vector`, `ArrayList`, `AStringHistory`, `AStringDatabase`, and `AStringSet` for one or both of the collections, or define your own collections. If you use `ArrayList` or `Vector`, look at the method “indexOf()”, which is like the `indexOf()` method of `AStringDatabase` and `AStringSet`. (Naturally, you cannot directly use the string collections for the value column.) **The contains(), set() methods are useful methods for changing the value associated with a key. The table is not very difficult**.

The implementation of this table should be a few lines of code (it should fit in one or two PPT slides) - I have given this problem as an exam question in the past.

Tag this class as “Table”. You do not have to tag the interface.

**Part 3: Command Interpreter**

Create a new class that is implements a command interpreter. It has a reference to an instance of the Bridge Scene and an instance of the Bean Scanner, which are given to it as constructor parameters. Neither of these references should be visible to ObjectEditor. This means you should either not define public getters for them in this class or make these getters invisible to ObjectEditor using the @Visible(false) annotation.

The command interpreter has one editable property for entering the command to be entered. When this property is set, it uses the scanner to get the token collection (which is an array or history, depending on whether you did extra credit) associated with the string. It then parses the token list, that is, determines the command denoted by the token list, and then interprets the command, that is, executes the command. The command interpreter uses the `instanceof` operator on the tokens to parse the token list.

The command interpreter should recognize the following three commands for invoking methods in the scene, *whose syntax is abstractly defined by the following grammar*:

- `<Command> → <Move Command> | <Say Command>`
- `<Say Command> → say-token quoted-string-token`
- `<Move Command> → move-token word-token number-token number-token number-token`

Thus, a command is a say command or a move command.

The say command consists of the say token followed by a quoted string token, as shown below:
say “What is your quest?”

This command invokes the say method in the scene. The quoted-string token gives the argument to the say method, indicating what an approached knight or the guard should utter.

A move command consists of move token followed by a word-token and two number tokens, as shown below:

    move Arthur 20 30

The word token indicates the name of an avatar in the scene. You are free to invent your own names for these characters, that is, determine which word indicates an avatar. The character name should be case insensitive, that is, it should not matter whether a letter in the character is lower or upper case. The two number tokens indicate the distance the avatar should move in the x and y directions, respectively. Interpreting this command means moving the named avatar by the distances indicated by the two number tokens.

In case of the move commands, you will have to map the character name to an avatar object. Use a table instance to do so. This means that you should not have a nested if statement to do the mapping. You will need to use casts to use this code as the value type is Object rather than an avatar. The table can be stored either in the scene or in the command interpreter, and it will map avatar names to avatar objects. If you store it in the scene, you can add methods in the scene that access the table and are used by the command interpreter. It will be simpler to store it in the command interpreter. The table will be filled before any command is executed.

You can assume that there are no parsing errors, that is, each token list indicates a valid command.

If you do not do any extra credit, the command interpreter will have only one property. When you have only one property, the entire ObjectEditor main window is devoted to displaying it and no label is displayed as there is no need for it. As with any Object property, make sure it is initialized to some non-null value as otherwise ObjectEditor will create a non-editable box for it.

Despite the table, you will have lots of nested if-else’s, especially if you implement the extra credit. To make the implementation easier to understand and code:

1. Store the next token in a variable before the if-else executions so you do not have to extract the element from the token collection in each if statement.
2. Store the index of the next token and in an instance variable of the class. This way it is accessible to multiple methods in your command interpreter. The index will be initialized to 0 each time the interpreter setter is called, of course. But multiple methods called from the setter can move the index. By having multiple methods, you will increase the modularity of your code and also reduce its size. For example you can have a method to parse a signed integer (if you are doing extra credit). This method will be
called both when parsing the x distance and the y distance of the move method.

Tag this class as “Command Interpreter”. You do not have to tag its interface.

**Extra Credit**

1. Support the following version of the move command:

\[
\text{<Move Command>} \rightarrow \text{move-token word-token <Number> <Number>}
\]
\[
\text{<Number>} \rightarrow \text{number-token} | \text{+token number-token} | \text{-token number-token}
\]

This rule says that the x and y distances are indicated by just a number token, or a + token followed by a number token, or a - token followed by a number token. When you interpret this command take into account the signs to determine the x and y movement.

*If you support this feature, put an extra tag in the command interpreter: “Signed Move.”*

Detect invalid commands entered by the user. On encountering the first unexpected token or the end of input, abandon interpretation of the command and report the error by indicating the unexpected token/end of input you received and the correct token you expected in its stead. You should display this error message by setting a readonly property of the command interpreter.

*If you support this feature, put an extra tag in the command interpreter: “Error Resilient.”*

**Animating Demoing Main Class**

To demonstrate your work, write a main class that creates instances of the scanner, bridge scene, and command interpreter classes and asks ObjectEditor to display all three objects. Then, as in assignment 4, animate the result of entering different strings. However, this time, you will be assigning each string to the editable property of the parser instead of the scanner. (The parser will of course assign this string to the Scanner property). In each animations step, refresh all three objects. *Before assigning to the editable property, make sure that you have made one knight approach the bridge by calling the approach method in the simulation from the main class.*

If ObjectEditor breaks, print the properties of all three objects after each simulation step, and send me mail about the error so I can try and fix it.

Write also code to show that all aspects of your table works, which can be executed before or after the animation in the main method. You can look at the class example testing a Java map as test data for your table.

**Additional Constraints**

As mentioned above, do not use a Java implementation of a table.

*Be sure to follow the constraints of the previous assignments.*
Submission Instructions

- These are the same as in the previous assignment. The TAs will run the main method to see the test cases animate.
- Be sure to follow the conventions for the name and package of the main class.

Good luck!